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Marketing tools and channels

– Which information channels are best valued by companies?

– Outcomes and recommendations from WBG / IBM-PLI project

– Discussion on Armenia’s approach so far

– Introduction to new developed tools for ICT marketing

▪ Investment guide

▪ Sales manual
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ISC should pursue pro-active marketing for high priority 
sectors
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Corporate location decision process ISC marketing efforts 

1. Product Definition

2. Target Group Selection

4. Site Proposal 
+ Information

5. After-Care
Support

3. Identification of Potential Investors 
Company Targeting

2. Analyze Long-list of Candidate Locations 
Identify Shortlist

1. Define Project Assumptions and
Long-list of Location Options

4. Site Search & Negotiations

5. Implementation

3. Evaluate Short-listed Locations 
Select Preferred Location

PRO-ACTIVE



Implications of pro-active marketing

Pro-active = actively try to identify investment prospects before enquiries are generated

Advantages:

▪ Investment promotion strongly contributes to economic development strategy by stimulating inward
investment in specific sectors

▪ Chances of winning projects by being first EDO/IPA to discuss project (“first mover” advantage)

Implications:

▪ Requires more and dedicated resources with tailored staffing (sector experts) and leverage of overseas
efforts/presence according to priority sectors and markets.

▪ Engage actively with local companies and academics through Industry Sector Partnerships drawn from target
sectors for marketing efforts (industry trends, needs, success stories, overseas missions, ambassadors etc).
Identify profiles of companies and suppliers that are most likely to be attracted to Armenia’s value proposition

▪ Develop sector specific marketing material for target sectors

▪ Prioritise attendance at events that focus on target sectors

▪ Organise own events for priority sectors or attract/host major events in these sectors.
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ISC should ensure re-active marketing for other sectors
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ISC’s involvement

1. Define Project Assumptions and
Long-list of Location Options

2. Analyze Long-list of Candidate Locations 
Identify Shortlist

4. Due Diligence and 
Negotiations

5. Implementation

3. Evaluate Short-listed Locations 
Select Preferred Location

After-Care 
Support

Information Supply on Key Issues

Detailed information Supply (Quotations)
Organization & Support in Fact-Finding Trips

Support in 
Negotiations

Location decision process

REACTIVE

REACTIVE

REACTIVE



Implications of re-active marketing

Re-active = act in response to enquiries from investors

Advantages:
▪ Enquiries are from seriously interested companies, that have pre-selected your location
▪ Potential for winning the investment project is realistic

Implications: 

▪ Need to be clear about Armenia’s offer (relative strengths and weaknesses) when approached by investors

▪ Ensure relevant information is readily available, and coordinated to mitigate confusion, fragmentation.

▪ Ensure rapid and professional responsiveness and follow-up

▪ Support relevant organisations/stakeholders from non-priority sectors with their marketing efforts
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Sales and marketing channels
Information sources influencing executives

Source: DCI, 2017. Trends are based on results of past 6 surveys. Consistent with IBM-PLI experience.

Direct contact through industry 

peers, business travel visits and 

meetings with local agencies are 

considered to be the most 

relevant sources of information 

for corporate executives. 

In addition, articles and rankings 

which provide the potential of 

an unbiased view on the 

location are also effective. 

Clear cut advertising through TV, 

mail, social media is 

considerably less effective.
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Sales and marketing channels
Most effective marketing techniques, rated by corporate executives

Source: DCI, 2017. Trends are based on results of past 6 surveys. Consistent with IBM-PLI experience.

The overview of most effective 

marketing techniques clearly 

illustrates the importance of a 

good, fact based website.

In addition, company visits, 

potentially in the context of 

local events and general news 

coverage are relevant 

marketing techniques. 

Pure advertising is again 

considered to be least effective.
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The following sales, marketing and development efforts apply across target sectors:

✓ Strong focus on direct contact with target parties (companies, intermediaries, associations, etc.). Effectively
leverage existing overseas resources in embassies for this effort

✓ Set up high value marketing campaigns by means of annual targeted meetings with C-level executives in
priority markets and companies.

✓ Regular (quarterly) and high-quality newsletters to key contacts among potential investors and
intermediaries (consultants, associations), communicating recent developments and success stories.

✓ Pro-actively try to get news / success stories about Armenia in the business press and media and highlight
these on the website. Earned media is more credible than self-issued news releases.

✓ Link investment promotion efforts to the organization and hosting of events (host events for target
sectors).

✓ In view of Armenia’s specific challenges with lack of awareness among international investors, consider a
general awareness campaign which is expected to have a positive impact and should be considered (in
close collaboration with the Tourism Committtee)

Sales and marketing channels
Cross-sectoral efforts based on most effective channels
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✓ Given the effectiveness of websites and growing role of social media, review the possibilities for making
greater use of these channels, and ensure that they provide relevant, transparent, easy to read &
comprehensible and fact based information and marketing messages for investors in target sectors. The
content for these channels should be aligned with other existing channels and entities (for example with
information provided by the ministries/associations).

✓ Make selective and targeted use of social media channels (e.g. LinkedIn) to promote news and success
stories.

✓ Evaluate the opportunities for developing a Business Ambassadors Program (setting up an active network of
people based internationally, most notably within the Armenian diaspora, e.g. industry leaders, celebrities,
who could create awareness for Armenia).

Sales and marketing channels
Cross-sectoral efforts based on most effective channels



Sales and marketing channels
Target company list
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A list of relevant target companies has been established for the three prioritized segments. This list is
based on the following approach:

1. Top 40 companies per segment based on turnover (Source: D&B Hoovers, 2020)

2. Top 40 companies per segment based number of investment projects (Source: GLT, 2003-2019)

3. Exclusion of doubles from step 1 and 2

4. Check on current presence in Armenia. Companies with no presence or only a sales office have been
retained on the list.

5. For each of the target companies a contact person name, telephone number and website has been added

Target company 

list
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▪ ISC should consider particular efforts targeted towards intermediaries, such as location consultants, real estate
developers, recruitment agencies, legal firms, etc. Key intermediaries can serve as an important channel for
raising general awareness of Armenia as a business location, and the proposition of selected target sectors in
particular.

▪ These efforts may include:

❑ Develop list / database of key intermediates at local and international level.

❑ Pro-actively inform intermediates about investment successes in Armenia.

❑ Connect with the Site Selectors Guild organization which groups the most respected location consultants
globally

❑ Organize familiarization visit for key intermediaries and location influencers.

❑ Arrange regular one-to-one meetings with key influencers (recommended annual), where tailored
updates and marketing messages can be conveyed.

Sales and marketing channels
Cross-sectoral efforts: intermediaries
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Event/Organisation Key audience Pros Cons
Relevance for Armenia’s 

investment attraction

MWC Barcelona  
Corporates, suppliers, 

sector experts

Good exposure to key 
corporate representatives in 

focus areas of strong 
relevance (IoT, AI)

Strong focus on products and 
technologies. 

High – ISC attendance 
recommended

IAOP Outsourcing 
World Summit

Corporates, suppliers, IT 
professionals

Good exposure to supplier 
base and corporate 

representatives

Relatively small. Rather narrow 
focus.

Low – Occassional 
attendance may be 

justified

Hannover Messe
Corporates, sector 

experts
Good exposure to key 

corporate representatives
Focus on industry rather than 

IT. 
Medium – Occassional 
attendance is justified

Computex
Corporates, sector 

experts, entrepreneurs
Good exposure to corporate 

representatives
Strong focus on products and 
technologies. Buyer profiles

Medium –Occassional 
attendance is justified

Symposium ITxpo Corporates
Good exposure to corporate 
representatives. Focus areas 
of stronger relevance (IoT, AI)

Conference mainly for CIOs 
(buyers) of IT products and 
services. Key IT companies 

there as sellers.

Medium – Occassional 
attendance may be 

justified

The tables on this and the next slides provide an overview of some of the main ICT specific and cross-sectoral
events globally, including their respective benefits and disadvantages. In addition, a recommendation regarding
ISC’s presence is provided.

Sales and marketing channels 
Sectoral efforts: events
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Event/Organisation Key audience Pros Cons
Relevance for Armenia’s 

investment attraction

Cloud Expo Europe
Corporates, sector experts, 

IT professionals
Good access to relevant 

players; focused on Cloud

Strong focus on products and 
technologies; Sellers/buyers 
rather than decision makers

Low – Occassional 
attendance may be 

justified

Shared Services 
Week Europe

Corporates, suppliers, IT 
professionals

Good exposure to supplier 
base and corporate 

representatives

Mostly focused on SSC/BPO 
serving Europe

Low – ISC attendance not 
recommended

Cloud World Forum
Corporates, sector experts, 

IT professionals
Good access to relevant 

players 

Strong focus on products and 
technologies. Sellers/buyers 

rather than decision mmakers

Low – ISC attendance not 
recommended

Electronica / 
Automatica

Corporates, sector experts, 
entrepreneurs Leading electronics and 

automation fairs
Strong focus on products and 
technologies. Buyer profiles

Medium – Occassional 
attendance may be 

justified

Slush
Corporates, entrepreneurs, 

investors

Very good access to new 
and established companies

Aim is to connect start-ups 
with investors

No sector focus

High – ISC attendance 
recommended given the 
importance of the start 

up pipeline in FDI 
attraction

Sales and marketing channels 
Sectoral efforts: events
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Event/Organisation Key audience Pros Cons
Relevance for Armenia’s 

investment attraction

WAIPA - World 
Investment 
Conference

IPAs (strong focus on 
emerging markets)

Global networking with 
other IPAs

Very limited exposure to key 
corporate decision makers

Strong focus on emerging 
market

Low – no attendance 
required

CoreNet Global 
(global + regional 

events)

Real estate practitioners:

Corporate end users

Intermediaries

EDOs/IPAs

Some exposure to corporate 
decision makers and 

intermediaries

In the US companies are 
excessively exposed to 

marketing from locations

Medium – attendance to 
be considered, with 
meetings arranged 

beforehand

CIFIT Corporates, IPAs
Exposure to emerging 

investors
Strong focus on Chinese 

investors only

Medium – attendance in 
any year to be evaluated 

based on number of 
Chinese target companies 

and leads

IAMC (global + 
regional events)

Real estate executives of 
industrial companies, 

select intermediaries and 
select EDOs/IPAs

Good exposure to key 
corporate decision makers

More exclusive access to 
corporates (less competition 

from other locations)

Strong focus on site 
selection rather than real 

estate

Selective membership/access High –attendance 
recommended

Sales and marketing channels
Cross-sectoral efforts: events
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Event/Organisation Key audience Pros Cons
Relevance for Armenia’s 

investment attraction

MIPIM

City/Region 
representatives

Real Estate Developers

Good for connecting with 
other cities/regions

Exposure to development 
(real estate) community

Very limited exposure to key 
corporate decision makers

High cost

Low –

marketing presence but 
do not expect leads to be 

generated

IEDC

Economic Development 
Organizations and service 
providers (mainly North 

American)

Learning from North 
American practices

Very limited exposure to 
corporate decision makers

Strong North American focus

Low –

no attendance required 
(only occasionally for 

learning

World Investment 
Forum

IPAs

Connecting with peer 
agencies and learning about 
current IPA initiatives  (but 

limited)

Very limited exposure to key 
corporate decision makers

Low –

no attendance required 
(only occasionally for 

learning)

World Forum for 
Foreign Direct 

Investment
IPAs

Connecting with peer 
agencies and learning about 
current IPA initiatives  (but 

limited)

Very limited exposure to key 
corporate decision makers

Low –

no attendance required 
(only occasionally for 

learning)

Sales and marketing channels
Cross-sectoral efforts: events



Marketing tools and channels

– Which information channels are best valued by companies?

– Outcomes and recommendations from WBG / IBM-PLI project

– Discussion on Armenia’s approach so far

– Introduction to new developed tools for ICT marketing

▪ Investment guide

▪ Sales manual
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New tools developed for ICT marketing

▪ Investment guide

▪ Sales manual

See separate documents
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▪ Support with location and supply chain strategies

▪ Across all industries, across all relevant business functions

▪ IBM-PLI is one of the few dedicated location strategy

consultants that operates globally

IBM-PLI is IBM’s Center of Competence for Global Location 
Strategies and Economic Development

19

Key services to

public sector clients

Economic 

Development 

Strategy

Inward Investment 

Attraction Strategy

Competitiveness and 

Growth Strategy

Smarter Cities 

Strategy and 

Consulting

Unique assets

Cost-Quality 

Location 

Analytics

Location Risk 

Assessment

Global 

Location 

Trends

Network 

Optimization 

Analysis

Smarter 

Cities 

Assessment 

Key services to 

corporate clients

Location Strategy and 

Site Selection

Supply Chain 

Network Strategy

Global Shared

Services Strategy

Supply Chain Risk 

Assessment

Supply Chain 

Network Optimization

Selected recent 
clients

Selected recent 
clients

▪ Support based on unique insight in the investor’s perspective

▪ No lead generation (conflict of interest)!

▪ IBM-PLI is unique in advising EDOs on the basis of its

global corporate location strategy experience
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